
Questions regarding Main Street Request For Proposals:

1) Question 1: One engineering firm raised a question about the wording in the RFP, “The
work will include curbs and sidewalks (where deteriorated and in disrepair), new brick
pavers (where deteriorated and missing).” The engineer stated that replacing deteriorated
areas is often more costly than replacing an entire stretch of sidewalk and streetscape
improvements and asked how to address this issue in submitting a proposal.

Answer: As stated in the RFP, the City is requesting proposals from qualified consultants
to design streetscape improvements, prepare construction documents (including
engineering and survey work), and provide inspection assistance. The City is interested in
proposals from engineers to work with the City on the project design and costs. If the
consultant anticipates designing the entire replacement of the curbs and sidewalks then
they should so state in the proposal and price the engineering work accordingly. If the
costs are expected to exceed the available grant funds, then the consultant should so state.

2) Question 2: One engineering firm raised a question about coordination regarding
inspection services where the RFP states “City Public Works and Planning staff will
augment inspection with approximately $5,000 of in-kind services, and Planning staff
will manage the grant, project design and construction.”

Answer: The City Planning staff will work with the consultant to provide the City
requirements for the front end of contract documents. The engineer will author all the
technical specifications and construction drawings. Grant administration would not be
part of the proposed contract with the consultant.

The City will assist the inspector by observing construction and addressing issues with
the contractor in the field when the inspector is not on-site. The consultant should
estimate the number of hours of their inspection time needed, assuming the City assists
with approximately 5 hours per week over the course of construction.

3) Question 3: One engineering firm asked how to bid on the RFP, when they presume the
entire project costs will likely exceed the available New York State grant of $250,000 to
fund the project.

Answer: According to the RFP, “Total funding for engineering, survey, inspection,
electrical work, and to purchase and install all components to complete the project is
approximately $250,000.” If the consultant feels the costs will exceed the $250,000 then
the consultant should so state and should propose a fee that reflects reasonable
engineering costs associated with the expected total project costs.

4) Question 4: Was there a Technical Memo, Cost Estimate, or some other documentation
that can be shared with interested consultants that substantiates the itemized allocations



(i.e., engineering, survey, bid phase, construction observation, electrical work, and
purchase/install of components, maintenance of traffic) that comprised the $250,000
grant budget?

Answer: Documentation is contained in the grant application (attached). The estimate
was based on costs associated with recently completed streetscape projects in downtown
Peekskill.

5) Question 5: Given that the RFP clearly states, “the consultant must comply with all
terms and conditions of the City’s contract with the NYS Dormitory Authority for this
work,” can this contract be shared with interested consultants so they can have
knowledge about the involved terms and conditions?

Answer: The Dormitory Authority contract is attached.

6) Question 6: Does the City have some previous concept design or preliminary design
plans for this project area that would be available to interested consultants to
review? Because there is no provision in the RFP scope for design development effort
prior to the requested delivery of the construction documents.

Answer: The preliminary grant application, NYS Dormitory Authority contract and
project photos are attached. Design will complement recently completed streetscape
improvements on Brown Street and South Division Street in Peekskill. This work can be
observed by the consultant since it is on public property.
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